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UnsoundSoundness - Positively
prepared?

UnsoundSoundness - Justified?

UnsoundSoundness - Consistent
with national policy?

UnsoundSoundness - Effective?

NACompliance - Legally
compliant?

NACompliance - In
accordance with the
Duty to Cooperate?

Adding 1100 houses which potentially could be up to 2200 additional cars
in an already congested area would be disastrous. I work 8 miles away in

Redacted reasons -
Please give us details

Trafford Park and my commute each morning is over 1 hour. REDACTEDof why you consider the
TEXT It can take anything up to 45 minutes to make it to J13 of the M60.consultation point not
The same nightmare scenario happens REDACTED TEXT when I cometo be legally compliant,
home. Again over an hour to complete an 8 mile journey, not even beingis unsound or fails to
able to leave the motorway at J13 due to the congestion. I have to continuecomply with the duty to
on the M60 along the M61 to come off at Over Hulton. Then face the tailbacks
already along Mort Lane. My total commute time most days is 2 hours.

co-operate. Please be
as precise as possible.

The implementation of a clean air policy in 2022, will be a waste of time if
2000+ are added to an area with the worst congestion every single day of
the week.
One of the proposed entrances to the new development will be along
Wellington Drive. This is through a small established development with
children playing all day long. Not only would the additional pollution be
detrimental to their health, the danger of the additional traffic whizzing through
down Wellington Drive is every parents worst nightmare waiting to happen
Wellington Drive also leads to a quiet single track lane, which, without
encroaching on existing gardens of properties, could not be widened
Doctor surgeries, nurseries and schools in the area are already over
subscribed. It is impossible to get a drs appointment, and parents face the
trauma of not getting their child in to their 1st choice school. This in turn
leads to more traffic on the road as parents have to travel further to get their
child to and from school each day.
There is already sufficient brown belt land within the Wigan area that can
be developed without the need for eating up Greenbelt land. Loss of
Greenbelt land is detrimental to the environment, peoplesmental and physical
health
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